
BEEF CURRYBEEF CURRYBEEF CURRY
HOT

CURRY HOUSE

Delicious!
Delicious!

Scale position

Touch the title and sort records

Change line colors and styles, select display items, and display or 
hide the scroll bar to customize the design

Scroll the list by gesture operation

Narrow down search targets using a keyword and quickly find the 
record

Warning color 
display position

Just select a meter from the preset list and you can create stylish, 
clear meters. The position and angle of scales can be adjusted by 
mouse operation and the shape and design can be changed 
easily. Warning color display indicates the machine status clearly.
* To be supported by GT21 soon.

Recipe operations by checking record names

Easily adjust various settings with your mouse!

Just touch and select the record name. You can change recipes 
simply by touching the Load/Save switch. Change record names 
or delete records easily on the GOT.

Simple operation with recipe operation switches

Start/end
angle of the
meter

Easily write a record in 
only two steps!

A wide range of shapes
and types are available.
Just select from the 
preset list.

    Easily create stylish, clear meters
Graphical meter Ver.1.155M or later

Record names can be displayed in a list format on a user-created 
screen of GOT. You can create the recipe display (record list) easily 
just by selecting required items in GT Works3. Just select your 
favorite style from the preset list. You can customize the display 
design such as colors and line styles.  * Excluding GT21.

    Simple, user-friendly changeover
Recipe display (record list) Ver.1.155M or later

Procedure for use: Select [Object] → [Graphical Meter] 
                             from GT Works3 menu

Improve

visibility! Improve screen

design efficiency!

Improve

operability!

Better design, easier operation than ever!
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1) Search required information from multiple manuals by keyword. 
You can get to the information you need without opening 
manuals one by one.

2) Bookmark frequently used manuals and pages and you can 
check the information quickly.

3) Add notes such as know-hows on pages and flexibly customize 
the manuals.

• e-Manual Viewer Windows® version

• e-Manual Viewer tablet version

Antialiasing disabled Antialiasing enabled

Windows® version

Concept movie

Tablet version

Enter "motor does not rotate" and 
search multiple manuals

Quickly check the corrective actions!

Search results are 
shown in the list

Antialiasing smoothes out jagged text edges and displays elegant 
characters, offering improved visibility of screen display.
* Only for outline fonts

    Characters are clearly displayed!
Antialiasing

e-Manual is the Mitsubishi Electric FA Electrical Document Manual 
with a dedicated viewer (e-Manual Viewer). Useful functions are 
included such as keyword search of multiple manuals, saving your 
favorites, saving memos, and others. You no longer need to check 
many manuals one by one.

    e-Manual is very useful!

Ver.1.150G or later

Ver.1.155M or later

When you need to check manuals during 
system design...
Press the F1 key in GT Works3 and other applications, and jump 
to e-Manual for the dialog being edited. You can quickly check 
setting methods and other information.

<How to obtain the latest manuals>
You can download the latest manual any time, easily. Just click a 
button and update the manuals.

When a problem has occurred...
Cross manual search of e-Manual enables you to easily search 
pertinent information and quickly troubleshoot the problem. Not 
only GOT manuals, but also the manuals of programmable 
controllers and motion controllers can be searched. Use this 
powerful tool to help your maintenance work at the worksite.

[Monthly recommendation]

Improve

maintenance

efficiency

* For the details, please contact your local sales office.

2) Bookmark 3) Note1) Cross Manual Search

Improve system

design and screen

design efficiency

Procedure for use: Select [Common] → [GOT Type Setting] → 
                             [Enable the antialiasing to smooth jagged text edges] 
                             from GT Works menu

Precautions for safe use

Trademarks and registered trademarks

To use the products given in this publication properly, always
read the relevant manuals before beginning operation.

All products and company names used herein are either
trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owners.

L(NA)08388ENG-A 1609(MEE)
New publication, effective Sep. 2016.

Specifications are subject to change without notice.

The release date varies depending on the product and your region. For details, please contact your local sales office.

The actual color may differ slightly from the pictures in this catalog. The actual display may differ from what are shown on
GOT screen images.

HEAD OFFICE: TOKYO BLDG., 2-7-3, MARUNOUCHI, CHIYODA-KU, TOKYO 100-8310, JAPAN
NAGOYA WORKS: 1-14, YADA-MINAMI 5, HIGASHI-KU, NAGOYA, JAPAN

Country/Region
USA
Mexico
Brazil
China
Taiwan
Korea

····················
················

···················
··················
·················
··················

Sales office
+1-847-478-2100
+52-55-3067-7511
+55-11-4689-3000
+86-21-2322-3030
+886-2-2299-2499
+82-2-3660-9530

Singapore
Thailand
Indonesia
Vietnam
India
Australia

···········
··············
············

···············
····················

··············

+65-6473-2308
+66-2682-6522 to 31
+62-21-3192-6461
+84-8-3910-5945
+91-20-2710-2000
+61-2-9684-7777

Germany
UK
Italy
Spain
France
Czech

·············
·······················
·····················

··················
················
·················

+49-2102-486-0
+44-1707-28-8780
+39-039-60531
+34-935-65-3131
+33-1-55-68-55-68
+420-251-551-470

Turkey
Poland
Russia
South Africa

·················
················
·················

········

+90-216-526-3990
+48-12-347-65-00
+7-812-633-3497
+27-11-658-8100
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